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The Will to Excel:

What sets apart the forward thinking companies from the also-rans? At HIL, we 

believe it boils down to how tirelessly a company dedicates itself to excellence, in 

every aspect of its operations – no matter the circumstances.

The previous year saw the industry experience its share of trying times: with a 

turbulent economy and tough market conditions. While these circumstances tested 

the best of firms, at HIL we never allowed our focus on excellence to relent.

It is this “Will to Excel” that we’ve chosen to celebrate in this year’s annual report, 

as a perfect encapsulation of our efforts in the year gone by. 



VISION
To sustain our domestic market leadership position and 

become a global provider of building products and solutions, 

with a commitment to support Green Buildings and Habitats 

by supplying environment-friendly products and by following 

green and safe practices.
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The industry has faced tough times,

but HIL used this opportunity to 

become more efficient. To bring in 

sharper focus to the business, 

commendable initiatives have been 

taken by HIL with a view to deliver 

value to all the stakeholders.

- C K Birla

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
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A turbulent economy and tough market conditions such 

as low demand, low spend on infrastructure development,

compounded by pressure on prices affected the overall 

profitability of the industry. HIL used this trying period as 

an opportunity to implement several strategic initiatives 

and realign the structure to be future ready: initiatives 

such as introduction of SBU structure, capacity 

improved productivity, financial restructuring resulting in 

significant reduction in working capital, etc. These 

especially when the economy and demand improves. 

diversification into the new business of Advanced 

ensure this was done in a time bound manner. Prestigious 

awards and accolades won during the year also served to 

- Abhaya Shankar

MANAGING DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
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In keeping with our strategy, the SBU structure has been introduced with an 

objective of achieving greater growth and profitability and  to bring in sharper 

focus to individual business units. A clear business path of HIL has been 

chalked out with required resources being aligned to the overall business 

objective. The team is highly qualified with a proven track record and good 

domain knowledge, with a clear understanding of the business and its 

requirements.

THE WILL TO BUILD A CULTURE OF EXCELLENCE

Mr. KR. Veerappan

Mr. KR. Veerappan – CFO, is a commerce graduate and a Chartered Accountant. He has over 24 years of 

also been able to transform finance from a mere back end controlling function to a front end business 

enabler.

Mr. Jayachandran heads the sheeting business. He is a B.Tech (Electronics) graduate with a P.G. Diploma 

in Management from XLRI. He comes with an MNC background and has to his credit the feat of turning 

around various businesses towards profitable growth and setting high industry standards.

Mr. V. Jayachandran

Mr. Alok Jain heads Advance Polymer Products business and also looks after business development. He 

has done B.Tech (Chemical Engineering) from IIT-Delhi and MBA from ISB. He has established the entire 

APP business in record time, setting a new benchmark in the industry.

Mr. Alok Jain

Mr. Rajiv Upadhyay heads the Blocks & Panels business. He has done Integrated Engineering (BE &ME in 

various industries.

Mr. Rajiv Upadhyay 
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HIL’s accomplishments during the last year stand on the strength of 

extraordinary efforts to optimise its operations. Concerted efforts across all 

plants saw operations streamlined and strengthened – leading to improved 

efficiency and quality.

FINANCE & OPERATIONS

Ever mindful of our responsibility towards our customers, clients and 

stake-holders, HIL made every effort to streamline operations, enhance 

efficiency and optimise costs.

In keeping with this:  a reduction of Rs.172 crore (YoY) in working capital was brought about by 

successfully reducing inventory cycle. Cost optimisation initiatives undertaken across plants yielded 

savings of Rs. 5 crores p.a

Additionally, cash generated from the business ensured that borrowings were kept to a bare 

minimum resulting in lowest ever debt equity.

time of 95 days.

in capacity, making it the largest single plant 

capacity in India.

AAC block plant at Chennai underwent 

complete overhaul and refurbishing, resulting in 

enhanced quality and increased productivity.

Established a new state of the art German 

technology AAC block manufacturing plant in 

NCR.

saving. Bio degradable fuel is used to ensure 

reduction in carbon emission.

power trading resulting in reduction in power 
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